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THE SCIENTIFIC APPROACH TO THE OLD TESTAMENT II

An Extract From the Griffith-Thomas Lectures, November, 1951

by Dr. Allan A. MacRae, President and Professor of Old Testament
Faith Theological Seminary, P,hiladelphia, Pennsylvania
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"Then said he unto them, 0 fools, and slow of heart to believe

all that the prophets have spoken. Ought not Christ to have suffered

these things, and to enter into his glory?" (Luke 2k:25-26).

As he hears these verses the intelligent listener feels com

pelled to stop and ponder: Why did Jesus scold the disciples in

this way? What was the reason for iis criticism of them? Did ite

suspect that they did not consider the Old Testament to be a revela

tion from God? It would be strange indeed if this were the case.

There was no critical school at that time to suggest that the Old

Testament was a patchwork of interwoven sources, written at various

times and often contradicting one another. The evidence is plain

that the overwhelming mass of Jews in the day of Christ accepted

the Old Testament in its entirety as a revelation from God.

Why then, did Jesus scold the disciples? Did He suspect them

of holding a modern pseudo-scientific view that we know nothing

except what we actually observe or discover by means of our own

study, so that revelation is not a dependable source of knowledge?

Was it necessary to convince them that science itself constantly

depends on communication from one personality to another, and thus

that revelation is an essential part of the progress of science?

Such questions were quite foreign to their minds. These problems

had not yet arisen in the consciousness of the First Century, A.D.

Many a person has read through the Old Testament tithout gaining

from it any clear understanding that Christ would die on Calvary's

Cross and would be raised from the dead on the third day. These
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matters do not lie upon the surface. They require careful study.

Jesus' strong rebuke to the disciples did not mean that they failed

to have the correct attitude toward the Old Testament--that attitude

which we have already seen to be so clearly evident in His words.

What he rebuked them for was something quite different. It was

their failure to study the Old Testament carefully, to learn the

meaning of all, that the prophets have spoken, to see those vital

teachings which lie beneath the surface.

This shows that it is not enough, if one is to be approved of

Christ, simply to say, "I believe it all", and to declare that one

accepts the entire Old Testament as a revelation from God. This is

necessary, but something tore is a],o'vital. One must approach the

Old Testament exactly as he would approach the facts of geology,

botany or astronomy. He must gather his facts, compare them, analyze

them, form hypotheses on the basis of the facts, reach his conclusions.

As he examines section after section of the Old Testament and fits

together this teaching and that, and this emphasis and that, he

becomes more and more oonvinced that the Old Testament looks forward

to the death of Jesus Christ on the Cross and to His resurrection in

glory. These matters are bhere, ready to be found by anyone who will

approach it with a truly scientific attitude.

The Old Testament then, according to the view of Christ, is not

simply a collection of beautiful words, It is said that the great

English preacher, George WhitefIeld, who was so active in the Great

Awakening in the Eighteenth Century, had only to utter the word

Mesopotamia°move his audience to tears. It is to be feared that the

attitude of some Christians toward the Bible is rather similar. This

was not God's purpose in giving us the Bible. It is not merely a

series of beautiful words; it is not merely a great Book from whihh
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to select some marvelous verses. Jesus severely criticized the

disciples because they had not studied into the teaching of the Old

Testament sufficiently to gain from it those great facts of redemp

tion which lie beneath its surface.

It is easy to see from the words of Christ that the attitude of

the Christian toward the Old Testament should be exactly that of the

scientist toward the facts of nature. The only difference lies in tl-e

place where we get the facts. The scientist gets the bulk of his

facts through observation, although he must receive many of them by

communication from other personalities. When he deals with material

in parts of the world to which he does not have personal access he

must get all the facts by communication from others. The Christian,

in dealin'k'eternal things, must get most of his facts from the One

who knows. In his handling of the facts, he must use exactly the

same method as is used by the scientist. He must examine the facts

carefully; He must arrange them logically. He must study and compare.

He must form hypotheses from examination of the various data, and

then he must check these hypotheses by the examination of further

data. Thus he is able constantly to improve his understanding of the

vital matters that are stressed in the Bible.

In order correctly to approach the Old Testament we must under

stand its nature. It is presented in human words and human words are

weak instruments. It is the teaching of Christianity that the words

in the Bible are kept free from error. This does not mean, however,

that they are given powers which no human words can ever have.

It is vital that we realize that every word in human language

represents an area, not a precise point. In every case the meaning

of the word must be ascertained to quite n extt from the context.
,1W1O1V4

Some words have a wider area of meanin some .

,a 'ini We must pompare the various areas and decide how much is
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relevant to the passage under consideration. In the study of every

passage we must notice various possibilities of interpretation and

we must see which possibilities fit best with those of other passages.

Thus as we compare Scripture with Scripture we learn what it really

teaches, just as the scientist brings data together, compares them

and draws his conclusion from them.
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Sometimes people talk a great deal about the conflict between /

science and theology." It is true that there have often been great

conflicts between scientists and theologians. Between true science,

however, which is the knowledge of the natural world, and
tj%iz theology,

which is the knowledge of those matters which God has revealed,

there can be no conflict, because God is the author of both.

Scientists often misunderstand the data and draw conclusions from

them which are not warranted. Theologians often misunderstand the

source of their data, the Bbble, and draw unwarranted conclusions

from it. When the scientist uses proper scientific method in deal

in
<with

the data of revelation, there can be no conflict between the S~r

resu1ts which each secures. It is only when one or the other goes

beyond the facts and makes unwarranted inferences, that disagreement

is found.

It is often said that there is a conflict between Christianity

and science regarding the length of creation as described in Genesis 1.

This is a very good place to illustrate the true scientific approach

to the Old Testament. In the early days of the Christian church

there is evidence that various views were held concerning the meaning

of the word /442P in this passage. In the middle ages allegorical in

terpretation of the Bible was carried to great extremes. In reaction

against this, the Reformers of the$ixteenthntury rightly

insisted 'on stressing the literarieaning of',words. Sometimes

their followers carried this to an. extreme quite foreign to the



attitude of the great Reformers themselves. Thus it came to be

widely held that the days in Genesis 1 must necessarily be days of

24 hours, and that the entire creation of the universe was completed

within a period of six 2k-hour days.

No Christian who believes in an almighty God can possibly doubt

that God could create th ,entire universe in six days if Be chose.
couW

For that matter, God &-ghl--create the universe in six minutes, or in

six seconds, if He chose. The question is not, what could God do,

but what did God do? If the Bible clearly teaches that God created

thy world in six 2k-hour days, let us stand upon it with confidence,

knowing that when all the facts are in, they will be found to agree

with God's infallible Word. Let us go slow, however, about insist

ing that the Bible teaches a certain view, until we are absolutely

sure that it does so.

It is not the purpose of the Bible to explain the mysteries of

the physical universe. It is not a textbook of geology or chemistry,

for it says comparatively little about these fields. It is not even

a complete textbook on the history of Israel) for that also was not

its purpose. Many vital facts in all these fields are left untouched.

Wherever it deals with these fields, its statements are true and de

pendable, but it leaves many of their aspects entirely alone.

It is very important to note what the Bible does not say. If

I made the statement that I came to Dallas from Philadelpbi

this statement would not tell whether I came by train or by plane,

since the word "came" could apply to either method of transportatIons'

Nor would it tell whether I came straight through, or stopped a while

/route, since the word "came" could apply equally well in either

case. We should avoid drawing from the Bible conclusions regarding

matters on which it is silent.
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Does the Bible give us data from which we can know whether the

world was created in six 2k-hour days or in a larger peMod of time?

To answer this question we must determine the meaning of the word

"day" in Genesis 1.

This word is used many times in the Bible. Its area of meaning

includes three different senses. It is used in at least two of

these in Genesis 1-2.

The Hebrew word translated "day" is frequently used in the Old

Testament to mean a 2k-hour day. However, this is far from being

its only usage. It is also used to indicate periods much shorter

or much longer than 24 hours.

The shorter use is illustrated in Genesis 1:5, "And God called

the light Day, and the darkness he called Night". This usage would

hardly apply to the days of creation.

The longer use is also not uncommon in Scripture, as, for in

stance, in John 8:56, where Jesus said, "Abraham rejoiced to see my

day", and in the phrase "the day of the Lord". This use is clearly

present, even in the early part of Genesis, for Genesis 2:k speaks

of "the day that the LORD God made the earth and the heavens", thus

combining the work of all six creative days into one long period .'

which is itself called a day.

The Bible does not make clear whether the word "day" as used

in Genesis 1 with reference to the six days of creation means a

2k-hour period or a longer period of time. It is especially clear

that there is no warrant for considering that the word "day" would

represent a 2k-hour period in the early part of the chapter, since

verses ik-18 make it clear that it tas not until the fourth day that

the sun, moon and stars were set in the heavens as measures of time.

Since the length of the first three days is thus indeterminate,
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it is hardly likely that in the last three days the word indicates

a precise length. It would seem quite evident that the word in

itself does not tell us how long a period is meant here. All that we

can say with certainty is that it represents a definite period or

stage in the work of God, which might, for all we know, be as short

as a 2k-hour day, or as long as many millions of years. Many im

portant facts about the way in which God created the universe can

be learned from Genesis 1, but the length of time involved is not

included among them.

Every time that I present this material in my classes someone

raises the question: Can we not be sure that this is a 2k-hour

period because reference to evering and morning is made in connectiai

with each of the days? (Thus Genesis l:5b in the Hebrew reads:

"And t became evening and it became morning, one day.) In answer

I another question: Is it possible that the words evening

and morning here are used not in a literal, but in a figurative

sense?

The so-called spiritualization of prophecy is a very pernicious

tendency. If we make everything in a section of the Old Testament

symbolic and figurative, it enerally ceases to be a witness to

anything. I have constantly stressed this in my classes. A 'few

years ago I found that the result of my stressing this was to lead

some students to go to the opposite extreme and to conclude that I

thought that every word in the Scripture should be interpreted

literally. Such a conclusion would, of course, be quite absurd.

The bible, like all other literature, contains figures of speech.

When Jesus called Herod a fox (Luke 13:32), He did not mean that

he was a four-footed beast. "We are the sheep of His pasture"

(Psalm 95:7) does not mean that we supply wool or bleat like
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sheep. The meaning of these passages is perfectly clear. The

figure of speech not only adds beauty, it also expresses an idea much

more briefly than could be done in literal language and every bit

as clearly, Figures of speech are like salt on a dish. A sprink

ling of salt adds spice to the dish, but if you pour on a whole

bucket of salt the food becomes worthless. To interpret any portion

of the Bible as completely figurative is apt to reduce it to non

sense, but individual words or phrases must often be so interpreted.

In Genesis 1 the question is, Do these words mdi at a literal

evening and a literal morning, or do they ly 0t0the be

ginning and the end of each period?

The answer to this question is not difficult to find. Since

sun, moon and stars were not set in the heavens as measures of time

until the fourth day it would hardly be likely that evening and

morning in the literal sense would have occurred on the first,

second and third day. Moreover, we should note that the chapter

is written from the viewpoint of God. There is no human observer

present until near the end of the sixth day. When would it be

evening to God and when would it be morning to God? When it i

evening in Texas, it is morning in China, and vice versa. God, of

course, is not at any particular point of the earth. He is always

aware that it is evening in some parts of the earth and morning in

others, so that it is quite meaningless to speak of each of these

days as having a literal evening and then a literal morning. It

is quite blear that the phrases must be used figuratively here and

simply indicate the beginning and end of a period of time, whatever

its length may be.

While the word "day" does not indicate in itself whether the

length of time involved was 24 hours or many millions of years,

and the words evening and morning do not affect the interpretation
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of "day" in this particular chapter, the e is some evidence in the

chapter which

much longer than twenty-four hours. This evidence is found par

ticularly in connection with the activities of the third, fifth

and sixth days.

The words in verses 2 and 6, "Let there be light", and "let

there be a firmament", suggest instantaneous action. God spoke,

and the desired result was immediately complete. A similar im

pression is made by the words of v. 27, "God created man". Very

different is the impression produced by verses 11-12, 20, and 24.

God did not say, "Let the earth be covered with grass and trees",

but "let the earth bring forth grass", "let the waters bring forth

abundantly the moving creature that bath life", and "let th earth

bring forth the living creature after his

all occur within a twenty-four hour period, if He chose to do

t1 assn gte it a un t-&ee4
s.'ril,

Wov/)

Much apologetic ingenuity has been wasted in trying to determine

whether God created trees with rings of growth already in them. A

little careful scientific exegesis would have saved all this. The

Bible does not say that God ordere that ees should home into

existenc 'tanding upon the earTh.
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commanded that the earth should "bring forth..,çfruit

tree yielding

fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself upon the earth: and ft

was so." 44

a)
Many a consecrated young man sets out to study philosophy or

science, in order to defend the Word of God, without realizing the

primary need of first learning solid scientific methods of inter

preting that Word. Theoretical arguments are bandied back and forth,
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and much intellect and energy is often spent in defending views that

are not found in the Bible at all

Let us make clear that we are not i isting that the Bible

teaches long periods of creation( bilub L1i 1Ll

t-that God caused that the earth should instantaneously

be covered with all sorts of vegetation and a animal

-.
life. It very distinctly suggests a slow process of cringing these

A 1"q

into exisuence.(~j(f6~V)P

It is sometimes as important to note where the Scripture is

silent as to note the points on which it speaks. We should iever try

to twist Bible statements into conformity with the latest pronounce

ments of science. Neither should we proclaim superficial interpreta

tions of the Bible as contradicting present scientific theories. As

far as the length of time of creation is concerned, these theories

neither contradict nor accord with Scripture, for Scripture is

silent on this particular matter.

God did not give us His Word simply for a banner, but for a

guide. He wants us "to believe all that the prophets have spoken".

He wants us to approach it scientifically and to study it carefully.

Where the Bible is silent, we should not claim to know. As we stui

beneath the surface, we learn more and more of what the Bible really

teaches. We can stand upon its teachings with utter confidence,

knowing that nothing can ever shake them. Theories of scientist
S/<

and of philosophical theologians may come and go, but what God

has declared cannot fail, for He, and He alone, knows everything.

41
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00 CTTJRE TWO, Side One

I would like to read from thy' book of John the fifth chapter. From

verse 39 to the end of the chapter. I am glad to see that many of you

are following in your Bibles. In the remaining 4f % Lectures of the

week there wll be a number of times when it will be very helpful if you
at

can note, you can look in your Bible to the passage to which I refer.

am glad that you are able to do so. John 5:39 follows: "Search the

scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal life: and they are they

which testify of me". You notice the scientific approach here. Here is

a fact. The Jews have the Scriptures. They are in their hands and they

believe them to be true and the Lord Jesus, Christ says you will find that
ye

these books testify of me. "And you will not come to me, that ye might have

life. I receive not honour from men. But I know you, that ye have not the

love of God in you. I am come in my Father' s name, and ye receive me not;

if another shall come in his own name, him ye will receive. How can ye

believe, which receive honour one of another, and seek not the honour that 5i4

cometh from God only? Do not think that I will accuse you to the Father: ther

is one that accuseth you, even Moses, in whom ye trust. For had ye believed

Moses, ye would have believed me: for he wrote of me. But if ye believe

not his writings, how shall ye believe my words? "
Yesterday weje

about the scientific approach to the Old Testament. It is my contention

that in every phrase of life it is extremely vital that we seek to follow

the sctntific approach. In other words that we see what the facts are

then we determine w)'/ exactly what these facts are and then let you we

try to see just what do these facts mean. Compare facts with facts. Bring

them together. See w% in what direction they

point. See what conclusion you naturally draw from it. In dealing with

facts with matters within our reach we get our facts from observation.

Open communation from, other personalities. In dealing with eternal facts

which we cannot possibl reach we get our facts from that which God has
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reaveled to us. Communications from the only one who knows. Now this

is a great fact that we hazve the scripture. These books are here. Where

do these books come from? That is a problem which has absorbed a great

part of the scholarly world a century ago. Today the greater part of the

scholarly world feels that this problem has been answered. These books
result of

came together by a natural process. They represent the/human ideas as

human beings speculate on this that or täaother thing and the different

writings came together and we have the Bible as we have it today. And

so they have pushed it tout of the way and largely neglected. But it is

important for us to note the fact which they tried to push out of the way

and they think they have, to note that the fact is still a fact and then
on

it is important for us to see the evidences an arguments around which

so much of the scholarly thinks it has pushed the Bible out of the way

and to see how much relevancy there is to these arguments after all.

Now one of the basic points at which criticism began to attack the scripture

was the question of the unity and dependability of the first five books of

the Bible, the law of Moses. And we notice in these verses there what our

Lore Jesus Chrt aaid about them. Had ye believed Moses, ye whuld have

believed me for he wrote of me and if ye believe not his writings how shall

ye believe my word. He could have said if ye believe the Old Testament

you would have believed me for it contains many testimonies to me. He could

have said, if you believe the books of the law you would 7/ believe/me

because you find many references to me and predictions of me in the Law.

But he didntt. He said Moses. If you believed Moses you would have believed

me for Moses wrote of me and if you believe not his writings, not these

books, not the books of the Law , not the Old Testament, but his own writings,

If ye believe not his writings how shall ye believe my word? Well, if ye

believe not then, that which Moses had written if we do not believe that

Noses wrote the five books of the Penetude what right have we to say iy

that we are believeres in the Lord Jesus Christ if we follow hisWord
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and conversely if these books are not written by Moses, if they are the

result of a natural process of development, then it is only Jnatural to

think that Jesus Christ himself in an imposter and a fraud and not the

great Lord of Lord. There are the two reasonable conclusions. It is one

or the other. Moses wrote the enetuch or Christianity is an utter fraud.

People today don't like to take either one of those two extremes. They feel

in their hearts a need of something real. And so today they try to do away

with the teaching of the Scñipture and yet they think they hold to the 5critpu

We have the movement of Barthianism for instance. Which says it doesn't

matter who wrte any of this. It doesn't even matter whether any of these

facts happened. But in some way in and through it there is a revelation

to us and when you get down to it, it is not a fact a t all. It is one

of the most dangerous movements of our day. Because it leaves kpeoplel

to think they have something, when they have nothing at all.

It gives them a falsehood and eventuall can lead only to utter destruction.

And not let us look a little at this question about the Peneteutde. The

attitude of the Jews n ancient times was that Moses wrote ththse books.

WE find no suggestion of any question on ancient times among the Jews

as to the fact that these five book were written by one man. The man Moses.

And the Christian church accepted that view, until within the last two

centuries. There might be an occasional individual who had some quesstion.

but certainly practically everybody held this view. The v which the

Lord Jesus Christ presented. That these were the bookdof Moses. But

then as people began to look at them they noticed a startling thing.

Some daid, Look at here, we have in the very beginning of the book of

Genesis, two different accounts of creation. Here we have two distinct

accounts of creation, why start iwth two accounts, why not start with one?

And then we have not only two accounts of creation but we have two

contradictory accounts of creation. And then someone noticed an interesting

thing that in one of these accounts of creation, God was called by the
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Hebrew word which we translate God and in the ot1a one he

was called the Lord God as the authorized version has it, or as

Jehovah God as the Revised Version has it and the name Jehovah or LORD in

captials is continued in succeeding chapters with the word 'God" no longer

used in connection with it. And so they said here you have two parralel

accounts two contradictiry storthes of creaUion and two distinct names of

God used in it. And from that beginning, there developed this whole great

theory, this complicated theory that you had different strands, different

viewpoints brought together and rather uncritically placed on after the

other even though they contradict each other. Well now let us look at

this fact for a minute. And it is assumened today to be a fact

you will find almost any book that kr:entions Genesis written by an unbelicvr

today will refer to the fact that it starts with two contradictory dccoun.ts

of creation. And people ask the question How can you reconcile the two
contradictory

different accounts of creation, the two d/&/N? accounts of creation. It

is a starting point and a very powerful starting point. n4 it is ersy
that.

to say now lets try to explain hoir they fit together but before/it to

ITital point ci' scientific approach to as'-,r-




_j,just wt is the fact anyway.

Lets look at the facts. How very easy it is for me to asl: this question.

Pnr is it that all of the men that all of the conductors in the Peainylvai

Railroad are so cou±te%ous and all those in the baltimore Ohio Ruilneod

so brupt and you. can start in discussing the character of the two railrorTh

and showing what you might expect in one and what you might. eupect ir the

other an so on but the sensible thing to do would be to ride on. it and

see if your erperience happened to be the exact oopeito of the other

mans wl.o made that staternnnt. 'viaa is the fact . lIeu easy it is to get

to discussing why something is before we are sure it is a fact at. all.

W11 now let us look at this for a minute. W are told there is a story

of creation in Genesis 1:1 to 2:k and there Is a distinct and contradictory

story in Genesis 2:4 to the end of the chapter. Well someone immediately

is shocked. He says Look at hy do you break into the middle the
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chapter? In fact some even break in the middle of the verse for, why

do you do that? After all we have chapter 1 and then chapter 2. If you

are going to make a division, make it where the chapters divide. Well it is

vital that we realize of course that these chapter divisions are not part

of the original scripture. They were put in by an E glish archbishop in

the 13th century in the Latin Bible and from that were later transferred

most of them to the Hebrew Bible. And this archbishop was a very able man

and a very busy man. But it is said that as he went about on his pastoral

calls he vaald hold his Latin Bible in front of him so as not to waste

ti and would plan where he would plan where he would make chapter dividisns

and some people think that when the horse stumbled it confused his judgement.

I heard Campbell Morgan say onece that nine cases out of ten the chapter

divisions in the Bible are wrong. I think Morgan is much to the extreme

on that. In many cases they are very excellednt. But I would say this

The chapters 4y{ (11) are not original in the Bible . They are not

a part of Gods inspired word and when you start at the beginning of a

chapter and read through the end there is a great danger that you are

missing the important connection. In the book thf Hebrews for instance,

nearly every chapter begins, Therefore, and gives the conclusein to the

previous chapter. And you don;t have that which supports the conclusion if

you just start at the beginning of the chapter. I always like to start

two or three verses back in the begining of the chapters and run, two or

three verses into the chapter following just to make sure,that I am not

being misled by these marks that the archbishop put in our Bible, wEi1

the question might be argued whether Campbell Morgan may be extreme or

not but this we can say, the end of the first chapter of Genesis is

definitely in the wrong place. There is not questtnn about it. But after
one

discussing the s&x days in Genesis 1, it is only sensible to consider the

seventh day as part of the same section. And so verses 1, 2 and 3 at least

belong with chapter one. Now whether you make you division at the end

of verse 3 or in the middle of verse 4 is a question which might be argued
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and we will not attempt to go into that this imrning. But we will note

this then that we have a section which runs up to that point and then

we start a new section. Whether it be at the beginning or at the middle

vf verse it. And as you compare these new sections, these two sections

you find that man is created in the first chapter and you kill find in

the second chapter that the Lord takes of the dust of the earth and he

makes man and he makes woman there. You will find that the story of

the creation of man is mentioned in the first chapter and is told in more

detail in the second. And therefore we know that chapter two does not

follow chronolgocially after chapter one because God didn't create man

twice. It is repeating at that point something that is given in chapter one.

(End of Side i) Begin LECTURE TWO, SIDE TWO

so it is a second account of creatinn. But as the term is ordinarily used
. *.
I thought what people mean. What they mean is chapter one tells how

God created the universe including man and chpater two tells how God created

the universe including man and these two accounts contradict one another.

Well how do they contradict one another? There are two main ways, One

is the waØ'y they start. In chapter one you have the beginning . in verse

2 the earth was without form and void and darkness on the face of the deep

and the spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters " A water beginning.
that

Just the sort of thing the critics say/you would expect of a story written

in Mesopotamia where you have the land gradually reclaimed. The land that

was covered over with water. And it is a watery chaois at which it begins

and gradually it dries up and you have there a hatitation fit for human

life. But in chapter two it begins not with a watery chaos but with a

very, very, dry situation because we read in verse 5 , "Every plant of the

field before it was in the earth and eeery herb of the field before

it grew: for the Lord had not caused it to rain upon the earth and there

was not a man to till the ground." A dry condition. No rain there. WEll

what a contradiction. One starts with a watery chaoes and one starts with

a dry condition. Well then in additon to that you have a different order
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of creation. In chapter one in the course of the six days, you have in the

first day, light created day. In the second day the firmament created and

the third day the waters are gathered together and the dry land appears and

the plants are roduced. In the fourth day the sun, moon and stars appear.

In the fifth day, God creates a part of animal matter especially the fish

and the birds. And then in the sixth day he creates the land animals and

he creates man. El1 not you contrast that they say with the second chapter

where our creation account starts not with a watery chaoes but with a dry

situation and there is this dry situation and then in verse 6 a mist goes

up and waters the face of the ground and then the Lord creates man. In

verse 7 and then in verse 8 the Lord plants a garden equal to Eden

and there he puts the man whom he formed and out of the ground the Lord

makes every tree to grow that is pleasant to the sight and good for food

So you have first man created and then trees. In the other case you

had trees on the th±1d day you remember and man not till the sixth day.

There you have man and then tree. And then you go on and you get down

to verse 19 and you have the animals created. In the other case it was

plants then sun, moon and stars and then animals and then man. Here is man

and then vegetation and then come the animals in verse 19 and 20. Out of

the ground the Lord formed every beast of the field and every fowl of the
brought

air and them to Adam to see what he would call them. And whatever

Adam called every living creature that was thename of it. And then

most remarkable contradiction of all here we have in verse 21, woman

created. And so you have woman created last and man created first and

vegetation and animals in between. What a sha contradiction. The light

the firmament, the waters gathered together %$ dry land mane , plants

created; sun moon and stars , fish and birds, land animals and man. In the

otla case, Man, vege tree animals nd then woman. What a sharp contradittion,

Wouldn't you think that the person who compiled the book of Genesis would

have sense enought to see the absurbidity of taking two such contradictory

accounts of creation and putting them right next to each other as if
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it was just a continuing part of the same story. That is one thing

I never can understand about the critical theory how the people who

compiled these books were quite so idiotic as they would seem to be with

the result that they find that we have. But now let us look at the fact

for a minute. They say that we have two stor&es of creation and by that

they mean two stories of the creation of the universe. All right in the

first case we have light created. Where was light created in the second

one? It is not mentioned at all is it? In the first one we have a

firmament created. Where was the firmament created in the second one.?

It is not melitioned at all. In the first we have thw waters thered

in the one place and the dry land appears. Where does that come in the

second? It doesn't come at all. Then in the first we have all idds

of grass and herbs and trees all created. Where is that in the second?

Well it says the Lord planted a garden eastward in Eden and o it of the

ground he made every tree to grow . It doesn't mention any other kind of

vegetatimi. Just tree. And then in the first we have sun, mmoon stars

created. Where were they created in the second story? They are not

even mentioned at all. Maybe the writer of the second story never had

seen the sun, moon and stars. They didn't enter into his conception

of the universe. Wil I think that makes it apparant that if we have two

stories of creation, one of them is extremely incomplete. It has nothing

about sun, moon and stars . It has nothing about the firmament . It has

nothing about light. So we must say they they are not two stories of

the creation of the universe. One of them, the first one is the whole

universe and all that is in it and the second has nothing in it outside'

of this earth and even in this eath it doesn't have the firmament and it

doesn't have the putting together of the waters and making of the dry land

So it is a much briefer story. It doesn't have all these elements at all.

Even as to vegetation we notice. One has grass and herbs and trees. The

other just has trees and then when it comes to animals the first story

tells about the fis%h and abjout the birds and it tells then about the 'other
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kinds of animals. And in the second story we find that it says that the

Lord made every beast of the field and every foul of the air. It ssays

nothing about the fish. And no fish might in the second story at all.

Now first, the second story does tell about woman. The first doesn't

tell at length but it does suggest . It says male and female created he

then. So that the second story is not a cDaplete story of creation at all.

It doesn't include anything outside of theis earth and it includes comparat

ively little in the earth. It leaves out the fish and it leaves out all

the vegatation except just the tree but it and it says notiing af coarse

about the lakes or about the dry land or any of the natural features of

the earth and of course it does include man and woman more fully than
story.

the other. And so the second one then is only a partial creation./ It

is not a parrallel to the first. Well now in thths partial creation story

then we have a contrast in order to the first one. The first one has

a plant and then a long time after it has man. The second one starts with

man and then has the plants we are told. WEll now lets look at the account%

of plants in the second one . A first principle of the scientific method

is to look at the fact exactly and see what it is and not be satisifed

with a superficial intrepretatin. Now what is the fact. Verse 8 to 9

And the Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden" It doesn't say he

created herbs, he cfeated grass, he created trees. He planted a garden

and there he put the man he had formed and out of the garden he made

to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight. He made these trees

grow. Now surely the Lord could have said."Let there be a garden here

covered with trees and grass and herbs. All standing there And the Lord

could cause it all to come into existance and stand if he chose. But

that is not what thes verse says and for that matter it is not what

we find in the first chapter. The first chapter is he causes these

things to grow up and that is one big reason for questioning whether ist

is supposed to mean a twenty-four hour day. He could have said "Let it be

covered with vegetagion but he dicln;t . He said, Let it grow up. Let the
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earth bring it forth" And that suggests a long period of time, rather

than 24 hour day, certainly. But now in this second account here it

says not the Lord created it. Not ebhe Lord caused it to be there but

the Lord planted it and out of the ground He made it to grow . Well now

that surely must mean that it grew up slow. The Lord ma'e to grow with

lightening speed so that the thing just sprouted out of the earth so that

in sight of ten minutes lyou have a full grown tree there. Well that would

be a tremendous miracle, God could do it if he chose but if that is what

the Scripture meant then it surely it would say it " It just wouldn't

say he made it to grow. It wouldn't just say he made it to grow. That

suggests that it grew at a natural rate. And the Lord planted it there

not that he caused it to be there, but he planted it. That suggests

a slow natural process. Well when you read that then, let us yé think

exactly what it means if we take that as being the story showing the order

as we could expect. If it does, what happens with this? In verse 7"The

Lord formed man of the dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils

the breath of life and man became a living soul". Then in verse B ,
went and

7The Lord/planted a garden and there he put the man and there he laid

the man down to dry while the garden was growing. And the trees grew up

and in sight of forty or fifty years you have a fine crop of trees standing

there and the man has been lying there waiting after he was created for

the teesto be there and now the trees are there and the Lord has made

them to grow up and now he says to the man Now there are some trees here
explain to

for you to live in and ow I am going to start in and you can do

and what trees you mustn't eat of and etc. It just doesn't make sence

It is so obvious that what the writer is doing here is telligg of the

creation of man and then telling where God put man. And he sass God
him?

craated man and here did he put X%. Well he planted a graden a44/

to put him in and it stands to reason that if God w/ was

any sort of workman at all he would have planted the garden before he
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created the man and he had the garden ready before he put the man in it.

Now there are some fellows who get married and run off with the wife

and then come back here and want a place to live and there is no% place

to live at all they have to sit out in their car maybe for two or three

weeks while they are hunting around ffor a place to live. But my advice

to you is first to prepare the house and get everything ready and have

the place for the wife before you get the wife to put in the place.

(Laughter from audience) I think we can assume that God id the same

thing here. That he planted a garden $ made he trees grow

and then he created the man and put him in the garden which he created for

him. Well you say then why don earth doesn't it say the Lord God had

planted a garden and out of the ground the Lord God had planted a garden

and out of the ground the Lord God had mane it to grow. Well in the
() imperfect The way

Hebrew there is no separate / perfect form. T4 you would say

that in Hebrew is exactly the way that it is read here. The perfect tense

in Hebarew shows a completed action which may be completed before the

time of the previous statment or at the same time or afterwards. It is
(12')

the way you would say it in Hebrew. It tells of an

the Lord did and then it says and another thing he did preparing the way

for carrying out his will in relation to this thing that he did. And it

is a perfectly reasonable way to translate it. In fact it is the only

reasonable % way to understand it that he had planted a garden beThre

he created the an and so your order here does not skip over from %'I your

order in the first chapter. And then you go on and you take the next

phase of creation here, the creation of animals. Well what do we read

about it. Verse 18, The Lord said it is not good that the man should

be alone I will make him an help meet for him. (13)

Here is this Line garden and the man around here and absolutely




formed
nobody here. Let's make some other creatures. And so the Lord dd

all the beasts of field and the fowls of the air out of the ground and

there was not found (End of Redord side 2)
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and all the animals had become created by action. So I don't think the

writer no matter how ignorant the writer was I don't think that is what

he had in mind. The Lord is here ready to show to man his need of a

helpmeet and consequently he brings the animals before him. That is the

point of 19 to 20. Among the animals there is no proper helpmeet for man.

But he introduces it with the recalling to our mind the fact God has formed

the beasts of the fields and the fowls of the air out of the ground. He

is not saying, This happened / the next. And so in verse 19 it is very

evidently a true perfect idea and says nothing about the order of the creatior

of the animals. It refers back to the creation in order to point out the

fact that among them there, was no proper helpmeet for poor Adam. So what

it boils down to is that in chapter 2 we have not only no creation of

sun, oonand stars , no creation of firmament, no creation of the world

itself. No dividing of land and waters and so forth. We have nothing like

that there . We have not here the creation of the grass and herbs. Nor

even the trees with merely the planting of the graden and the causing

trees to be in a particular place and we have not the creation, not only

the fish but the creation of animals is not here despised and (ii)

to but is refered back to the foretelling of the fact that among these there

was no helpmeet for man. And so all that you have here in chapter two is

just man and woman. Nothing else. And so you do not have two stories

of creation here. That is if you mean the story of the cfeation of the
If you take the story of the creation of the universe

universe. /and the story of how a Paris dressmaker created a new dress

you might say you have two stories of creation but it would not be two

parallel stories of creation they would be dealing with two entirely

different things. And here you have the story of the creation of the

whole universe which included man and then you have the story of the

creation of man told with more detail and it is a very small part of the

other. I have heard it compared to a map. A map that begins with
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two maps. I don't think this comparison is quite accurate. But the story

I have heard is a comparison to an Atlas that begins with two maps. Here

is a map of North America which shows us all of North America and on it

you find New York and SanFrancisco and Mexico City and two or theree other,I
the

cities. And then here is another map. second map, a map of the United State

and there yo) find these same cities and a lot omre cities. And first you

have your map of North America and then your map of United States and there

is an overlapping of the two but there are different subjects. I don't think

the comparison is accurate because the two are two near each otr in size.

The United States is perhaps a third of the North American Continent. I

would ( think if you have a map of North America and then you had amap

of the Stated of Tea , that would be nearer a comparison. (Class Laughter)

It is a comparatively small part of the whole creation (Very loud-laughter

from audience) even thought a large and important subject in itself.

(More laughter). When you have the story of the creation of man told

in more detail after having first given a broad survey of the whole account

of creation. Now you see if you take these two chapters and look at the

exact facts you find that the very common idea of two paralledl stories

of creation is not a true statement. That we do not have here two parrallel

accounts and we certainly do not have two contradictia'y- accounts. And ritht

there I jwould like to suggest this.to you. When someone comes to you with

a difficulty lathe Bible. A difficulty in the Bible or a difficulty with
don't

some Biblical doctrine imrnedaitely start in to explain to them the

answer. That is not the right approach. Ask them for their evidence first.

Let them show you the passage on which they base it. And you will find

that on that in nine cases out of ten if you look at the exact passage

to which they have in mind you will find that then difficulty immediately

dissapers an looking at the exact wordsthere. There is too much of hasty

superficial dealing with materials without getting down to the solid question

that are the facts?' You know I always like that old tragic story of the
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murder of a beautiful theory by a gang of ugly facts. (Laughter (5)

God created all the facts and when we find what the facts are we have

nothing to fear because we know that they will fit in with his word in

every case. Well now then, thes is not a fact. This idea that we have

two contradictory stories of creation or even two parallel stories of

creation. They overlap to a comparatively slight extent. But yet it is

sad that comparatively few people have bothered to look into it and see

exactly what the facts are and when the liberals have said this most

conservatives have granted that there are two parallel accounts and gone
would be all right

on to explain why it vuld be right for God to begin with two

paralledl accounts. Well that might be necessary in some cases. But

it certainly isn't here. There are not two parallel accounts here. But

it was assunmed to be the case , it was thought to be the case and the

it is one of the beginning points of the whole critical hypothesis. The

idea that the Peneteuch is make up of % a lot of separate sections brought

togehter often contradicty and confusing. Now this approach to the

scripture which was making a beginning about 1700 only for a very slight

fastion and which in l7'53 (1753) made a slight step further, came into

its own properly at at about 1800. And from 1800 following this, this

device of approach was applied mor e and more and more to the scripture.

But I think it is important for us to note that it was not only applied

to the Scripture , it was a common feature of method of literary study

at that time. And it was done not only to the Bible but to the to any

ancient documents. About 1800 there was a great wave of skepticism 34

which swept through scholarship as far as ancient documents were concerned.

And under the leadership of the German Scholar Wolfe, the approach was

taken that every thing in ancient times which is not throughly proven is

to be considered merely myth or legend. Anything that rests on one story

one document is not to be accepted. We have to have absolute proof before

we can consider anything to be a historical (7) / Now that
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is not the attitude of scholarship today. The attitude of sb.holarship

today is "Here is a document which clearly comes from ancient times . This

document is to be considered true unless there is evidence to the contrary."

That is the attitude which is taken by scholarship toward all ancient

document with a possible exception 4 provided today. We discover a tablet

over in Mesopotamia and on this tablet we find the statment "I am the

icing so and so and I did such and such a thing." We don't right away say

Well what a fraud, what a thiitho. There never was such a king as that. W

never heard of him anythere else. It doesn't exist." We say that

"This probably means there was a king who did what is described here. It

is possible that it is incorrect.' But the burden of truth is on those who

say it is incorrect to prove that it is. A very interesting instance of

this was found in a case of a list of Babylonia kings which names four

very early Bablyonia kings. That is kings in Mesopotamia {ç in the course

of a long series of anmes telling how long they reigned and the first

of them is mentioned a having reigned 80 years and then the second reigned

about 35 years and the third about 32 and etc. Well there was discovered

then a single object in Mesopotamia onwhich it said it named a king

whthse name was utterly unknown and it gave his father as the first of

these rulers. The firstof this list f before. He, this man, the kings

so{ and so son of the king who was the first of this list before and the

list and no such ame. So naturally people said Here is a fact. Here is

the ancient implement of war which has been found with his name on it of

a king and we have no such a king existing. But they said , He is given

as the son of the king who we know existed. This is a fact, How do you

explain it? And somebody advanced the hypothesis that actually he was

the second king and the material about him had been lost and when the

annuls were complied the two ra-e-ee together and the %4 firstgiven

an eighty year rign. And that is accepted now by all scholars. It is

accepted that biis evidence here is true and it fits into the other and

explains the statement of the other. We do not have to just sign ancient
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evidence when we find it. But one hundred years ago, it was done. And

very readily done. And it was done in every field and so they began

dividing up the Bible. This device of approach was applied to one book

after another book after another book and the whole Bible was just

divided up into little sections supposed to be written by many individuals.

The Penetuch is divided up into the writings which we call 3, E, and D

and T but then if you look in almost any biblical book you will find that
author

J is not an 3 is a whole series of authors. There is 3 1 , J2,

33, J, There is El , E2, E3, and so on. There is a whole series of
ot

autliross and all these different secticms put together to make a 3

document and these others and E document and then J and E got put toghether

to make one document and then you have a lot of different sections who

went together to make each of your others and eventually they were all put

together. You have dozens of different writers, writng the different
dviceive (101)

fragaments which all go toghteher in this way. It was the dX%MJ/

approach and was very very common in the last century. It is today

given up regarding everything except the Bible. It still lingers through

a slight extent regarding Homer. But comparatively slight. It is very

interesting to take the Cambridge Ancient History published about 40 years

ago and to take the volumnes on thths perido of History and to read in the

introduct1n to it he says that English readers will be greatly surprised

to find two things in this book. First that the old idea that Moses

wrote the Peneteuch is now completely given up by scholars and actually

many different writers wrote it at different times and the fragaments

have been put together this way but on he other hadn the old idea that

Homer is just a series of different writers which have come together in
'vf.1

the hands of the different Greeks abare is something which is mostly

given up and that the integrity and unity of the book is generally accepted.
to this

Tha t you will find in the introduction b thths volume of the Cambridge

Ancietn History. You see what happened was that both theories were

advanced about 1 800. And in the case of Homer as that mp of intrepretatto:
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was given up, it is more and more given up in relation to Homer. But in
12

relation to the Bible conservers people refused to accept it during

most of the century although many, many scholars accepted it. But

then at the end of the century the scholarly world had largely accepted

it and it is held to tenaticiausly and the so called concervers have

great numbers of them accepted now in the course of this century while

the shcolarly world has been giving up that approach in, relation to other

ancient volunmes. Now of course any do ment, any writing may rest upon

documents. Anything may be a soncolation to quite an extent, there is

no doubt that some of the books of the Bible, in fact most of them the

the authros have other materials before them which they incorporate in them.

(End of Side 3)

(Begin Record Side )4

The cã.im that you can do that is given up on practically everything else

but is stell held by most of the holarly world regarding the Bible.

Actually you see, they are the traditionalists. They are holding the

tradition of the last century although the facts and evidences upon which

it was claimed to rest can largely be disproved today they are resting

upon the tradition . While on the other hand the approach that considers

it like they consider other bookd today, is a more sciantific approach
(1)

rather than a traditional approach. Here traditional does not rest
worth

upon facts. Is always misleading. Traditional is always woth considering

But ne4ver to be uncritically accepted. I think that the whole critical

process to quite an extent is like the situation when a person puts down
box box

a block on the floor and then another block and anottif box and then

they get up this far and they want to go higher so they pull out the boottom

box and put it up on the top here. Now if you do that in the physical world

the whole thing topples. But in the world of thought it is very easy

to do it. It is very easy after you think you have proven this to have

this down here disproven and you don't realize it and you think this

is proven and it stands %h here and you even take the materials r
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that were in that and put them up on top of this and attempt to go further.

That happens over and over. in criticism . I thought I would get far

enough to give some instances of it today but I see that if I id I would

run past that clock and so I think that I will have to stop at this point

for today, but I want to stress this fact, when we look at the fact

we have nothing to fear. God created all the facts of the universe and

the Bible is a series of facts. It is the God's revelation of facts in

a shere which is not reachable, by us and they are just as definitely

facts as they are the facts of the rocks and the trees and the chemical

elements. They are facts which we secure in another way. 1e secure

them through God's ,-ID them to us just as most of the facts which any
are

individual has in science secured by their being communicated to

him by some other scientist. Now we have these facts and here they are.

Let us study them, let us see exactly what they mean. And oh how common

it is in our churches for us to make great movements even whole

denominations resting upon somebodys intrepretaion of two or three verses

of the scripture. Let's see what the scripture says, If God thinks
(3)

a thing is vital you can be sure he is precedice. If he thinks a thing

should be the primary thing in any group of people,, you c,,-jai be sLve

that it is clear enough that if a person will honestly and carefully go

to the Bible he will find that it is stated there. You will find that he

doesn't nedd to say, Now I intrepreted this way and everybody who

intreprets it this way ought to stand together with me. It is not necessary.

$ What is vital is clear and positive and definite in the scripure

and on the other hand there are matters in the scriptures which are clear

and positive and definite which thousands of Christians simply ignore

and pay absolutely no attention to. And it is not honoring to the Lord.

Let us pray. Oh God our Father we thank thee for the facts about thy

word. We thank thee for this word Thou hast given us that is entirely

tnue. and that most of the attacks against it when we examine L1/M/ the
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facts of Thjr word prove to be built upon a misconception or misintrepretation.

Thy Word is entirely true and dependable and correct. But Oh Our God

how easy it is to put it up on a shelf and say, What a wonderful book

and give it lip service and not meditate upon it day and night. Not

feed upon it, not build our life upon it. How asy it is to pick

411 oat a few beautiful verses %)I here and there which have wonderful

turth in them and to talk about them and to neglect the great treasures

of th'y law. Oh how easy it is our father to insist upon a particular

intrepretation of one or two verses and to neglect the great clear teaching

of great portions of thy word. Oh help us our father to take our stand

on thy word, help us to insist upon its complete truth. But oh our iLord

help us to study it all and to follow it and to do Thy will as thou

doest lead. We ask in Jesus Name.
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you must get a revelttion of that which is not accessible to

you was seen by someone else.

In cea1ixg with facts that we cann ot reach, we have to use

primarily the method of revelation. But in science, revelation is also'

used. And used a great ceal. Th.t i whet I coisiIer to be the proper/

sense of the word "revelatiui.'t &o the difference i not a complete

and total difference. It is s difference cf ehais. i difference

of You reweiber th 1d story about the blind u.n in India

who saw an elephant, but they cicin't actually se it because they vere

blind. They came to th ?lce there the elephant was. Because blind

men often"se&' :itb their sn-e cf touch, eaeii one alad up experi

rrentaUy to the elephant and touched it. UUrtrntely, each one

touched in a different ;lace, One touched the side and exclaimed

"Oh, I see, it is lice i all. The send one touched a leg, and

said, "Oh. I see, an elephant is like the trni of a tee.' Another

touched its tall, and cried, 'Oh, I seep an elephant Is like a rope!"

And so on they -,,,,ant, each one touchi g at a 4ifferent Part of the

elephant's body, and cnsouently, each one received a different im

pression of what in elephant was. A blind w can have no

idea of what an elephant is unless sonio..e talks to hilL and explains

the relation of all. f these impressions. He nust have revelations

comsunieation. Someone has to tell him what an elephant dote, how he

lives in the jungle, how he procreates, bow be digests his food, what

he is like when dissected. Hecannot learn these things by feeling the

one part of an elephant. He must get a revelation, a coriiunication

from saeone else Revelation truly means communication, and the
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(8)

Tho
d/fferenco

between Gods communication and the corunication of

human beings is that what God cimunicate is entirely dependable

b.cau5e God knows all things and God would not say anything that is

not true, Human revelation then is only paitiaLly true. e must

check it but revelation in itE.elf is simply communication frou one

person to another, and this is not some sort of a queer experience*

velatio this queer ecstatic experience and science deali g with

facts ?

You know I think there is a great cei of philosophy today which can

be well compared to the sttuatin of a grup of xen who have never

been across the Atlantic Ocean and have never talked with anyone who

had been but who would go to the shores cf th. pacific Ocean and wo1d

stand there on the cifi and out ios i a westerly ci1rction

wondering if there wdS a cuntry over let' ;et our

heads to work. Hers, you are a very brilliant iafl you tell us hat

do you thik about it? that i ur e c1uain u th i.tter? I

there another country over there or not? nd so th9y would look up

at the clouds and tnp would lkc n at th have, aad they woulu look

out into the air, and thy 'ould set their t orki g on this

problem. 7hat kind of c country is over thore? I it a flat country?

Is it a mountainour Country? ilht sort of a people live there? Jiktat

sort 01 language do they speai? i)o the ivux thero rujn from north to

south like the 1ississippi or south nci north like th iie or west

to east like the AmLzon? Many, many questions rnight be asked those

brilliant philosophers, and they would never guess at a satisfactory

conclusion by standing on the shores of the Pacific Ocean nd iookig

over in that directi n, There would be only one way they could get an

answer to these problems, arid that would be1if they 4$Z/ couldn't go

there thtmselves, to talk to someone who had been there or to read a

book written r someone who had been thsr. Now you know in eternal
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precise meaning of the particular usage. There are, of course, many

cases in Scripture where words are used in a figurative sense. Figuxe s

of speech are like salt, they not only give spice to a dish, they make
much

it/better in many ways. Figures of speech do not necessarily detract

from clarity. Often they add to clarity. When we say that a man was

a lion in a fight we do not mean that he chewed up the enemy or that Th
/

he clawed them to pieces with his fingernails. We mean that he showed
I

courage and tenacity of purpose. We are pointing to great qualities

in his fighting and it is just as clear and much more beautiful than

if we were to name these qualities in literal language. There is no

danger of misunderstanding what the phrase means. The Bible is as a

whole literal. Otherwise, there would be no solid ground on which to

interpret it. It contains, however, many figures. Are these words,

evening and morning, figures or are they literal.

\The
answer to this particular quest on is very easily found.T

The su moon and stars are not made meas es of time until the fourti

day. The fore, eveting and morning can har y be literal statements
.in .~cate

nor is there vidence that the day would _/ a 11teral 24-hour period.

prior to the fo h day. In addition to that, eve ing and morning,

as literally used, icate a certain condition of r ht. Just exactly
it

\~ijs it morning? If you are in llas it iswh is/evening and vhe
\

very ear when it is vveni and when it is morning, but en it is

evening ii llas it may be mo, ing in Shanghai and vice ver a. Speak-

y

n




i

evening




e

ear when it is vveni and when it is morning, but en it is
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i
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Iing of the wor as a whole you ca ot say that evening comes nd thai

in

r ht. Just exactly

ing and morning,

i h
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u

moon and




on is
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rThe e haf

there Vde,

to the f0




s

e n llas

liq an, morning, but hen

vic v rmo




d e e a

,~a ot say that

%ndmorning comes. I is always evening mewhere and it is always rntag

somewhere. These te as used literall"ust refer to a particihl

part upon this globe. &hLs would be quite appriate if God were at

a particular point on this Iobe. However, God ieverywhere. We hie

no right to restrict God - to say to God that it is ening and then
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claiming Scriptural authority for or against human theories which d1 <

with matters on which the Word of God is silent.
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You can not say that if you take the attitude of our Lord Jesus Christ

in which he called men fools and slow of heart because they had not worked

into that Old Testament and how in it those matters cut which were not

generally seen there, by those who read it in his day. He wants us to

go to the Bible with the most scientific attitude and to see exactly what

is there. And how easy it is for us to slip up at this point. Science

deals with facts and the Bible deals with facts. And the scientific approach

the scientific attitude is the attidude we must take if we are to know

what God wants us to know. And yet of course there is a great difference

between the fields of religion and the field of scinece. And the difference

is this: That in scienee you are dealing with facts which you can reach.

which you can touch, which you can handle, which you can ilook at. And

that in our religious field we are dealing with facts to which we have

no direct assess. And that is the only f vital difference, between

the field of religion and the fi&ld of science. But of course that is

a diference which requires a partial difference in our method of attaining

facts. Not a complete difference at all. Only a partial difference.

In dealing with facts that we cannot reach, we have to use

primarilly the method of revelation. But in science, revelation is also

used. And used a great deal. That is what I consider to be the proper

sense of the word , revelation. So the difference is not a complete

and total difference. It is a difference of emphasis. A difference

of the Greek. You remember the old story about the blind men in India
they they

who saw an elephant but didn't see it because é couldn't see.But

they came to a p;ace where an elephant was and they wondered what an

elephant was and so one of them walked up and he touched the elephant.

And he said , Oh I see, he said, it is like a wall. It is hard and flat.

The next one came up and he touched in a different place. He touched o

of the legs. Oh he said, I see, an elephant is like a trunk of a tree.

Another one touched it on its tail and he said Oh I see, he said, an

elephant is like a rope. And so they went on, touching i/j/ at diffe nt

' 0 -
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parts of the elephant. And they got entirely different ideas of what an

elephant was. (End of Side 2)

Lecture one, Side 3

,K/$I/ ideas of an elephant unless someone talked to them and explained

the facts are not to any great extent acceptable for them. He has to

have reelation. He has to have communication. Someone has to tell him

what an elephant does. Someone ha to tell him about the elephants in the

jungle. Someone has to tell him about the procreation of the elephant.

About the digestion of an elephant. Someone possibly has to describe to

him the result of discecting the elephant. He can not learn these facts
(i feels

whether he touches it and fels it. He has% to get them given to him

by a communication, a statemant from someone else. Revelation truly

means communication. The difference between God's communication and the

communication of human beings is that what God communicates is entirely

dependabel because God knows all things and God would not say anything

that is not true. Human revelation then is not only partially true. WE'

must check it but revelation simply is communication from one person

to another and this is not some sort of a queer experience. Revelation
fi 1

this queer estatic experience and science dealing with facts. ,f No, science

uses revelation constantly. Two years ago I visited the Mt. Wilson

observatory out in California. It used to be the largest it is now the

second largest. in the world. But I was particularily interested in not

the largest telscope, but another one. One that is used to photograph

the sun. And they showed me how with this telescope, they keep
(2)

it framed on the sun and every few minutes through the day, right at

very brief intervals, they take a picture of the sun so at the end of
fro,

~t
t ey, see

the day you have all this series of pictures and 2 how

the sun has had great storms sweep across it; How tremendous bodies

of matter several times as large as this earth are shot out millions of

miles and come back on to the surface of the sun. They see all sorts of

interesting things about the sun. But you know as they trace these along



upon another vital phase of this matter which is also contained in this

world. Sometimes we have an idea that the revelation, you eve got it,

that's it. That's all there is to it and that is not the case at all.

This is God's revelation. It is absolutely true and dependable. It is

our source of knowledge in our religious matters and yet every bit of
(12)

accument every bit of scientific method. Every bit of careful study.
testing them by

everybit of gathering facts, making hypothesis ever-hg- further

facts, seeing that they are correct, that you can use in any field o1

science you can use in theology. And you must use in Theology the only

things is your revelation is your basic portion of your material. The
is given in

Bible is a book which ib-{ words and human words are of very

unsatisfactory %I'I instruments. But God has stooped to human beings in

giving us the Bible in words. They are words which are free from error

but they are still words and they are words which can be very easily mis

intrepreted. We think of a word as a point. A day, this idea, well

it (13) in no lagguage is a word a point. A word is an area

and the areas of two words overlap. And the areas of words in different

language never exactly correspond. To know exactly what this Bible

means means to study these words and these usages and see exactly what

they mean. We need to stdy them in thelZ light of context. Jesus

said, 7/ Oh fools kand slow of heart to believe all that the prohets

have spoken. It wasn't obvious in the scripture. It is nowhere said

in the Old Testament, Jesus Christ will die on Calvary's cross. It is

(End of Side 3)
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The attitude sciente gives us facts. And yet the Bible is tremendously

important. }4 And we can rea* this Bible and we can get real blessing

from it but it doesn't give us any fact. We get something of a glow

when we read it. We get a spiritual blessing when we read it. But it

doesn't give us facts. You don't go the Bible for facts. You go to

science for facts. And then there is this new refinement of this view

which is called Barthianism. This view % which goes a bit further yet

in exactly the same direction. A view which we find tautht in the most

unexpected places today. The view that afater all the facts don't

matter at all, what matters, is your relationship to something in another

sphere that you know nothing about, whatever. And there is a relation

to that one of whom you can say nothing. Because anything you say is

untrue because anything you say is untrue but you only make some sort

of an apromimation and idea and it is revealed to you in some way tliroug

a (7) as this without their giveing you any actual

factual knowledge. When you get the actual view it rbduces itself to

practically nothing except the spiritual glow. And yet it can be express d

in such a way that one can delcare his belief in almost any doctrine of

the scripture and when he gets through it doesn't matter. It doesn't mat r

whether thesese things happen or not. All that matters is our relation

that other sphere of which there is nothing tbat we can actually say that

it is true. But how widespread that is. How easy it is %$ that makes
now say

a man to hold a large pulpit when he can 4%/ with perfect concern

I believe in the diety of Christ. I believe in the resurrection. I

believe in the atonement and yet from the viewpoint no one of those things

matters in the slightest. Because they are only in the historical sphere
it is the (8)

and if the superhistorical sphere that matters. That was not

the attitude of-the Lord Jesus Christ toward the Old Testament. Our Lord

said, Fools than and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets

have spoken. He tells that the Old Testament was a representation of

facts. And he tells that whatever 4( is stated there is vital and is true.
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You know there are a great many of us who find it very easy to be like

the woman who when she heard Whitfield preach said," Oh how she loved

to hear him preach. She said, everytime he said that blesed word Mesopotamiaf1

she couldn't help weeping. (Laughter from audience) It is a collection

of %%////he w beautiful words to us. But after all, while it

is heautful words, when it gives us a glow when we read it, that is not

the reason God gave it to us. God gave it to us in order to tell us

facts that are vital for our lives. N of course you can know all the

facts in the world and that alone will not do you any good. James said

Thou believest in one God. Thou doest well. The demons believe and

tremble.' You can believe all the facts of the most orthodox priest and

it does not do you the least bit of good if they do not become experimenta

matters as part of your life. If you are not personally and infinitely

related to the Lord Jesus Christ. they do you absolutely no good. And yet

the facts are tremendously vital. Because if your experience is not close

rooted on the facts of God's word, it can very easily swing out in some

direction that will be uterly contrary to God's will. Experience is

absolutely necessary and vital. And without the illun.ination and direction

fo the Holy Spirit, our lives can not j% be expected to accomplish anything

that is worth while but in the end if 9ua' lives are worth while they must

be checked and checked and checked repeately by the facts of the statements

of the Bible. And it is those definite statments in that book of facts

that will determine in the end whether our life was spent accomplishing

something for the Lord or whether we were rushing off madly in possibly

the wrong direction. The scientific approach toward the old testamnnt

will not save anybody. But apart from %i/ it, one service for the Lord

is apt to prove in the end to be wood, hay, and stubble . Religion and

science are not two different fields. That is to say that % methods

that apply in one, apply in the other. You can not say, in sciaDe I deci

how the world came into bering. I decide the facts of evolution. I decide

all these important historical matters but religion gives me great value.

U
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Old Testament and the New Testament together are our only sourace of

facts about eternal things. There is absolutely no other and in them we

have God's revelation which is our only means of access to these facts

and if we are going to know anything about them we have to do it in this

way. The world today is groping and longing for some explanation of

eteranl things. There is today a courosity and uncertainity surpassing

almost any period in the past. I read in the Popular iagazine recently

that youth is searching for something to be/// believe. That youth

is desiring a philosophy of life and not finding anything that is satisfac ory

Our country has been so premiated with the idea that the Bible is not

dependable as a source of facts that people are not looking to it for the

answer to these problesms. They thingk it is some sort of a queer

(10) alright for people that are a little bit queer but to them

they want something that is solid and factual and actually there is nothg

more factual nothing more so than the scripture. And it is just as
(lo)

scientific as anything that can be possibly be known in any sphere

And oh if we would only get these facts to people. If we would bring

to people the realization that it is just as reasonable to go for facts

of eternal things to the Bible as it is to go for facts about China to

onw who has been there or facts about a watach, to the maker of the watc

What a difference it would make in their wi1lingiess to look in this dirtion.

I don't mean of course to say that you would win them to Christ simply

this, I mean that you would remove an obstacle that keeps them from lloing

in this direction. Conversion is the wok of the Holy Spirit. Conversion)

requires a feeling g5f' of one's ineadequecy of ones sin of ones need of

a Saviour and no argument, no discussion will, ever thake the place of it.

But people have had so much of false view and false attitude given that

I think a tremendoucs help is given toward winning them for the tu.reth of

Christ by giving then understanding of what it actually means to t conside

the Bible as being a revelation form God as being our means of getting fac S
(11 3/k)

in this thing. But before we close this morning, I want to briefly to ch
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The answer to this question is not difficult to find. Since

sun, moon and stars Zxo not set in the heavens as measures of

time until the fourth day it would hardly be likely that evening

and morning in the literal sense would have occurred on the

first, second and third day. Moreover, we should note that

the chapter is written from the viewpoint of God. There is

no human observer present until near the end of the

sixth day. When would it be evening to God and when would it

be morning to God? When it is evening In Texas, it is morning

in China)and vice versa. God, of course, is not at any particu

lar point of the earth. 4t tree ts

' ettea

#V4

w t-k at the eayvtt'

t it is evening ade pla it

A.-AMmorni. it is meaningless to

spea da/as having a literal evening and then 4.i

a literal morning. It is
suite

clear '- that the phrases

must be used figuratively wit.Ii th a4.n as

and simp y I. dIcateeginning and end of a period of time

While the wcfrd "day" does not indicate in itself whether

the length time involved was 24 hours or many millions of

year a he
words evening and morning do not affect the in

terDretatcon of in this Darticular cbaDter. there is./40A-11

evidence in the chapter thich looks in the

direction of the day being much longer th n hours. This

evidence is found particularly in connection with the,4itV.tj4

of the third, fifth and sixth

logo
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The words in verses 2 and 6, "Let there be light", and "let there
be a firameht", suggest instantaneous action. God spoke, and the

desired reult rats im'iediatelj comrlete. A similar 1mpressin is

mdè r the word' ôf-%.27, "God created man". Very diffcrent is

the imrissioñ pToduced b verses 11-12, 20, and 24. God did

not say, "Let the earth-be covered with grass and trees", but "let

the earth bring forth gr.ss", U4J"Iet the waters bring forth

abundantly the oving creature that bath
lifeJA"let

the earth

±

bring forth the living cr,~~ature Lfter his
kin~dd",

e4i! ktvid

Z---.'1:n:ZjL,;Z,_U_4_wVVUe

L, the- IMFTru-~TTT 0 J!"*t6,

God certainly ould be a ble to

speed up the process described so the. t it would all occur within

a twenty four hour period, if He chose to do so, c reful

reading f the account gives quite E different irPression

to

ç
L.t\s r t at ire

teaces iog p. c s o ration.

uch aplogetic ingenuity has been wasted in trying to deter.ne

whether Gd created trees with rin of growth 1rery in them.

little careful scientific exegesis would have,,savead 1l this. The

Bible does not say that God ordered that tre4coIe into existence)

standing upon the earth. Wha says is that God cornranded that

the earth should "bring forth U-CARL6 L4 W1 4 _Cft6'."@0
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lit,

fruit tree yielding fruit.after his kind, whose seed is in itself

upon the earth:and it was so."

}jMany consecrated young n:an sets out to study philosophy or

science, in ordtr to defend the Word of God, without realizing the

primary need of first learning solid scientific nethods of interpreting

that Word. Theoretical arguments are bndied aclc nc1 forth, and

much intellect and energy is often spent in depending vie--s that

0~0~4ctA
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events. From God's viewpoint it is evening and morning all the time.

The fact that this particular globe revolves at a certain rate is no

reason to make Us day consist of 24 hours. His creative day could

amount to any 4(1j/ length He chose. It might happen to be ( 24 ho s,

ç
it ths much more likely that it was not. Whether, however, it was a

(
period even less than 24 hours, or whether it was a period lasting

for millions of years is something which cannot be determined from the

use of the word day or from the use of evening and morning tn this

context.

As a matter of fact, there is evidence
quite

in the chapter itself which looks ˆj strongly in the direction of

the day being much longer than 24 hours. We find this in the

1 connection with the description of the third and fifth and sixth(---.-,

days. We notice in connection with the third day that it does not say

in verse 11 that God sad, "Let the earth be covered with grass and

tees". it says, "Let the earth bring forth grass" and then in verse 12
//

It says, "the earth brought forth grass?. The picture is not one of

God suddenly commanding that the eatth be covered with all sorts of

vegetation, but one of His causing that vegetatithn should slowly spread

over the earth, and that many types of vegetation should come into

existence over a period of time. We find similar language Ised In

connection with thecoming of the animals in the later chapters. It

is stated that God instantaneou1y created the light and various other

factors in the creation, but in %f,1 connection vith4 these it is stated

that He ordered that they should be brought forth. The language certnly

suggests a long, slow process and fits much better with the idea of a

long period of time that. of a day being here only 24 hours.

n

Let us brake clear that we are not insisting that the Bible teacle s

long periods of creation. We do insist that the Bible does not say

Z-1 ~~ ,
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that God (i

antaneousl caused that the with all

sorts of vegeta an all sorts of animal life. It ver istinctl

suggests a slow process of bringing these into existence. e e are

certain steps that are definitely instantaneous in the creation, and

God could cause all this to move at rapid speed and the events of tie

third, fifth and sixth days to occur within a 2t-hour period if

Re chose. There is no Scriptural evidence to prove that lie chose to
vital

do so. The Bible explains $f7' matters WOW about the creation

but it does not state how long it took in carrying out the creation.

Science has not yet proved the length of time involvedj in the crea

tion. There are various theories and as far ap the length of time

,
concerned,_th thethries neither nor accord with

Scriptures for Scripture is silent 1 on this particular matter.L4'
one phase of

We have examined this chapter as an illustration /what we mean

by the scientific approach to the Old Testament. It is very easy

for us to grab an obvious literal interpretation of a passage and

tien say this is what it ;means and we must stand upoI it. Such an

attitude is not # honoring to God. The disciples never would have

known about the Crucifixion and Resurrections of Christ as contained

in the Old Testament. Jesus rebukes them for this, lie ordered %1 them

to %) study it carefully, to believe every ward %I the prophets have

written. On the other hand, we can take passages of Scripture and

try to twist them into the shifting scientific theories of our day.

This is equally fooltsh. God wants us to look at the Scripture and

see exactly what it says. We should stand solidly on whatever is
its

dearly stated in the Scripture. We should dig under *W surface

and get all the truth we can from it but as we do so, we

should be very careful to indicate also those matters which are not

specifically treated in the Scripture in order that we may keep from



___ i U D1tI L God
dif

not give us ETis r4fr

a banér, but for a guide. He antsu's)o believe al"! that the

prophets have spoken". he ants.us
toApproeh'it scientifcalJ.y

añd'tostudy'itt caré'fLufly. There t1 B1b is silent, e should

not caim to know. . As e study
benfath

the surfacE, we learn more

and more of that the Bible
rell7fea

ches. W' ai' s tan'd upon

its te.chings with utter confrdeflc/;knOing that nothingcLn eve r

shake them. Theories of scient1ts, and of`_'T-hiloc~dfhl~cll theologians

may come and go,'but what God h'ec1arearinot fafl for
Heja"Id

He alone, knows everything.
-

It is sometimes. as impcrt nt t otwhereth.e crirture..is silent

as-to note-the pointsonwh1 1tpeks, try to

t-it Bible state.ent into- c nf.ority -with the lstes.t pronouncements

of-science. Netther. should we'rQcl surficj1 "iitepretati. s

of. th'e,Blb'Ie as contro&Lcti g pre itci.exit1f1e theories..
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